POST-EVENT REPORT

Diveaholic
Pool Party
Underwater360° is back once
again with the only lifestyle
divers’ party in Singapore!

Held at Park Hotel Farrer Park
Singapore, in the vibrant and
buzzing Little India district, freshly
labelled as DIVEAHOLIC Pool Party,
Underwater360° attracted and
convened both dive enthusiasts,
operators, professionals, aspiring
divers and everyone with a passion
for the ocean to come together
and show support for this thriving
industry.
The DIVEAHOLIC Pool Party
premiered on the evening of
Saturday, November 23rd with
a line-up of entertainment that
featured retrospective vibe from
old-school to popular hip-hop
powered by The DJ Institute – DJ
Farah Farz, DJ Titus and DJ Shai.
Each guests received a
complimentary welcome gift of
either one of our award-winning
titles, Asian Diver and Scuba Diver.
Guests were also encouraged to
participate in the night’s grand
lucky draw simply by spending
SGD20 on their food and beverages!
Every month, the thematic
DIVEAHOLIC Pool Party features
special guest appearances, and
making its debut since its interim,
the guests were graced by an
ethereal mermaid performances
by the visiting entourage of
Mermaid Federation Institute (MFI)
and an introductory presentation
into the world of mermaiding
by Alan Lam, MFI Founder.
Alan ensured that everyone and
anyone could be a mermaid or a
merman, just as long as they were
trained by a certified instructor.
The founding member shared
with the guests the available
programmes at MFI and introduced
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WHAT’S BUBBLING

Mermaid August Ho, ADEX
Ambassador for Mermaid China
and MFI Instructor Trainer and
Merman Afa Zhang from Taiwan.
Both instructors shared their
journey towards becoming a
mermaid and a merman, the

intricacy of fusing both the
discipline of freediving and
performing arts, and how the
sport had changed their perspective
and attitude of the ocean.
To close the presentations,
the guests were also treated to a

visual presentation by Andrew Lim,
Singapore’s underwater fashion
photographer. Andrew featured
pictures from his latest expedition
to Komodo island where he shared
the exotic marine life that he
photographed on that trip.

WHAT’S BUBBLING

The night ended with the muchanticipated “lucky draw” giveaways.
There were attractive prizes up for
grabs that includes a 8D7N dive trip
to Palau (worth USD3,000) brought
to you by Sam’s Tours, a liveaboard
6D/5N dive trip to Komodo (worth
USD2,350) brought to you by Sea
Safari Cruises, a 3D2N resort stay
in Bali (worth SGD710) brought
to you by Liberty Dive Resort,
Fourth Element Wetsuits: Xenos
3mm for men (worth SGD420)
and Thermocline Swimsuit for
women (worth SGD360) brought
to you by Living Oceans, Prima
Tower Revolving Restaurant dining
vouchers (worth SGD280) and finally
an exclusive hamper that will soothe
and ease all pains brought to you by
Tiger Balm.
The DIVEAHOLIC Pool Party ended
with a joyous note and we’re already
looking forward to the next party in
the year 2020!
TOP LEFT: Congratulations to Josh O’Neil
for winning the 8D/7N dive trip to Palau
(worth USD3,000) by Sam’s Tours
TOP RIGHT: Congratulations to Paul Yee
Tan for winning the 6D/5N dive trip to
Komodo (worth USD2,350) by
Sea Safari Cruises
MIDDLE TOP LEFT FROM RIGHT: Congratulations

to Aaron Wong and Angela Chen for
winning the Fourth Element wetsuits:
Xenos 3mm for men (worth SGD420)
and Thermocline swimsuit for women
(worth SGD360) by Living Oceans

MIDDLE LEFT FROM RIGHT: Congratulations

to Evonne Ong and Khee Chia How for
winning the Prima Tower Revolving
Restaurant diving vouchers
(worth SGD280) by Prima Tower
Revolving Restaurant

BOTTOM LEFT: Congratulations

to
Evonne Ong for winning the 3D/2N
resort stay in Bali (worth SGD710) by
Liberty Dive Resort

BOTTOM RIGHT: Congratulations to
Ivan Choong for winning the exclusive
Tiger Balm hamper by Tiger Balm
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Follow us on Facebook page: ADEX – Asia
Dive Expo for further updates and secure
your complimentary tickets to ADEX Ocean
Vision 2020 happening on April 17 to 19,
2020 at Suntec Singapore simply
by scanning the QR code >>

